
Catch-up Readers 
from the publishers of Dandelion Readers 

Decodable, systematic synthetic phonic 
reading books for older readers
Age appropriate, hi-interest, decodable phonics books 
and workbooks for older, struggling readers. Exciting 
stories and instantly engaging illustrations will interest 
even the most reluctant of older readers.

Ideal tools, materials and resources for educators 
working with reading intervention.

•Age-appropriate illustrations
and story lines that engage and
encourage the student to read on

•Reading practice page which
prepares the student for reading
the text

•Vocabulary page to develop
receptive and expressive language

•Highly structured phonic
progression

•Reader-friendly layout

For older students ages 8 to 14+

Catch-up Reader Workbooks     PHOTOCOPIABLE

The workbooks are integral to the reading program as they 
include teaching and practice activities to support the learner.

Some activities precede reading the books such as blending, 
segmenting and phoneme manipulation.

Other activities are directly linked to the reading books and are 
designed to develop reading fluency, comprehension, spelling, 
writing, and vocabulary.

Blending

Segmenting
Activities 
and Games

*PRINT ONLY
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Catch-up Readers
from the publishers of Dandelion Readers

* PRINT ONLY

Who is it aimed at?
Very early stages of reading. Consolidation 
of letter/sound correspondences.

What does it cover?
Sounds of alphabet at CVC level.

Moon Dogs, Set 1 6 packs of 8 titles: $210*
9781783692972BH6 

Set 1 Workbook 9781783693023: $30*

Moon Dogs Extras 6 packs of 24 titles: $594*
9781783693382BH6

Extras Workbook 9781783693405: $40*

Who is it aimed at?
Early stages of reading.

What does it cover?
CVC level and adjacent consonants 
and consonant digraphs.

Moon Dogs, Set 2 6 packs of 8 titles: $210*
9781783692989BH6

Set 2 Workbook 9781783693030: $30*

Who is it aimed at?
Students who can read simple CVC words. 

What does it cover?
Adjacent consonants, consonant digraphs 
and suffixes –ed and -ing.

Magic Belt 6 packs of 12 titles: $474*
9781783692422BH6

Magic Belt Workbook 9781783692507: $49*

That Dog 6 packs of 12 titles: $474*
9781783692989BH6

That Dog Workbook 9781783693078: $49*
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Catch-up Readers 
from the publishers of Dandelion Readers *PRINT ONLY

Who is it aimed at?
For pupils needing to learn 
more complex vowel and 
consonant spellings and 
suffixes.

What does it cover?
Alternatives for new vowel 
and consonant sounds and 
common Latin suffixes. More 
text per page.

Titan’s Gauntlets
6 packs of 10 titles: $414*
9781783692873BH6 

Workbook 9781783692880: $45*

Who is it aimed at?
Pupils with poor knowledge of 
vowel spellings.

What does it cover?
Recap of alternative vowel spellings covered in 
Totem and Alba with additional vowel spellings 
for new vowel sounds.

Talisman 6 packs of 10 titles: $414*
9781783692446BH6 

Talisman Workbook 9781783692484: $45*

Island Adventure 6 packs of 10 titles: $414*
9781783693177BH6 

Island Adventure Workbook 9781783693191: $45*

Rescue 6 packs of 10 titles: $414.00*
9781783692774BH6 

Rescue Workbook 9781783692798: $45*

Who is it aimed at?
For pupils needing to build 
reading stamina.

What does it cover?
Higher ratio of text to 
illustration, bridges the gap 
between structured reading 
series and mainstream 
reading.

Amber Guardians
6 packs of 10 titles: $576*
9781783692965BH6 

Workbook 9781783693122: $49*

Who is it aimed at?
Students able to read text at CVC level who now need 
support consolidating consonant digraphs and some 
vowel spellings.

What does it cover?
A recap of adjacent consonants and consonant 
digraphs. Introduction to alternative spellings for vowel 
sounds eg. ai, ay, a-e, a.

Totem 6 packs of 12 titles: $474*
9781783692439BH6
Totem Workbook 9781783692481: $45*

Alba 6 packs of 12 titles: $474*
9781783692767BH6
Alba Workbook 9781783692781: $45*
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